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A Siegel Film An Autobiography
Showcasing 52 Essential films from the silent era through the 1980s, Turner
Classic Movies invites you into a world filled with stirring performances, dazzling
musical numbers, and bold directorial visions that mark the greatest moments in
film history. Since its inception on Turner Classic Movies in 2001, The Essentials
has become the ultimate series for movie lovers to expand their knowledge of
must-see cinema and discover or revisit landmark films that have had a lasting
impact on audiences everywhere. Based on the TCM series, The Essentials book
showcases fifty-two must-see movies from the silent era through the early 1980s.
Readers can enjoy one film per week, for a year of stellar viewing, or indulge in
their own classic movie festival. Some long-championed classics appear within
these pages; other selections may surprise you. Each film is profiled with
insightful notes on why it's an Essential, a guide to must-see moments, and
running commentary from TCM's Robert Osborne and Essentials guest hosts
past and present, including Sally Field, Drew Barrymore, Alec Baldwin, Rose
McGowan, Carrie Fisher, Molly Haskell, Peter Bogdanovich, Sydney Pollack, and
Rob Reiner. Featuring full-color and black-and-white photography of the greatest
stars in movie history, The Essentials is your curated guide to fifty-two films that
define the meaning of the word "classic."
(FAQ). If Elvis Presley had not wanted to be a movie star, he would never have
single-handedly revolutionized popular culture. Yet this aspect of his phenomenal
career has been much maligned and misunderstood partly because the King
himself once referred to his 33 movies as a rut he had got stuck in just off
Hollywood Boulevard. Elvis Films FAQ explores his best and worst moments as
an actor, analyzes the bizarre autobiographical detail that runs through so many
of his films, and reflects on what it must be like to be idolized by millions around
the world yet have to make a living singing about dogs, chambers of commerce,
and fatally naive shrimps. Elvis's Hollywood years are full of mystery, and Elvis
Films FAQ covers them all! Which of his own movies did he actually like? What
films did he wish he could have made? Why didn't he have an acting coach?
When will Quentin Tarantino stop alluding to him in his movies? And was
Clambake really the catalyst for his marriage to Priscilla? Elvis Films FAQ
explains everything you want to know about the whys and wherefores of the
singer-actor's bizarre celluloid odyssey; or, as Elvis said, "I saw the movie and I
was the hero of the movie."
One of the country’s most picturesque cities and conveniently located just a few
hours’ drive from Hollywood, San Francisco became the most frequently and
extensively filmed American city beyond the production hubs of Los Angeles and
New York in the three decades after World War II. During those years, the
cinematic image of the city morphed from the dreamy beauty of Vertigo to the
nightmarish wasteland of Dirty Harry, although San Francisco itself experienced
no such decline. This intriguing disconnect gives impetus to Hollywood in San
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Francisco, the most comprehensive study to date of Hollywood’s move from
studio to location production in the postwar era. In this thirty-year history of
feature filmmaking in San Francisco, Joshua Gleich tracks a sea change in
Hollywood production practices, as location shooting overtook studio-based
filming as the dominant production method by the early 1970s. He shows how
this transformation intersected with a precipitous decline in public perceptions of
the American city, to which filmmakers responded by developing a stark, realist
aesthetic that suited America’s growing urban pessimism and superseded a
fidelity to local realities. Analyzing major films set in San Francisco, ranging from
Dark Passage and Vertigo to The Conversation, The Towering Inferno, and
Bullitt, as well as the TV show The Streets of San Francisco, Gleich
demonstrates that the city is a physical environment used to stage urban
fantasies that reveal far more about Hollywood filmmaking and American culture
than they do about San Francisco.
The way a society punishes demonstrates its commitment to standards of
judgment and justice, its distinctive views of blame and responsibility, and its
particular way of responding to evil. Punishment in Popular Culture examines the
cultural presuppositions that undergird America’s distinctive approach to
punishment and analyzes punishment as a set of images, a spectacle of
condemnation. It recognizes that the semiotics of punishment is all around us,
not just in the architecture of the prison, or the speech made by a judge as she
sends someone to the penal colony, but in both “high” and “popular” culture
iconography, in novels, television, and film. This book brings together
distinguished scholars of punishment and experts in media studies in an unusual
juxtaposition of disciplines and perspectives. Americans continue to lock up more
people for longer periods of time than most other nations, to use the death
penalty, and to racialize punishment in remarkable ways. How are these facts of
American penal life reflected in the portraits of punishment that Americans
regularly encounter on television and in film? What are the conventions of genre
which help to familiarize those portraits and connect them to broader political and
cultural themes? Do television and film help to undermine punishment's moral
claims? And how are developments in the boarder political economy reflected in
the ways punishment appears in mass culture? Finally, how are images of
punishment received by their audiences? It is to these questions that Punishment
in Popular Culture is addressed.
A “treasure trove” of insider accounts of the movie business from its earliest
beginnings to the present day—“exceedingly savvy . . . astute and entertaining”
(Variety). The Grove Book of Hollywood is a richly entertaining anthology of
anecdotes and reminiscences from the people who helped make the City of
Angels the storied place we know today. Movie moguls, embittered
screenwriters, bemused outsiders such as P. G. Wodehouse and Evelyn Waugh,
and others all have their say. Organized chronologically, the pieces form a history
of Hollywood as only generations of insiders could tell it. We encounter the first
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people to move to Hollywood, when it was a dusty village on the outskirts of Los
Angeles, as well as the key players during the heyday of the studio system in the
1930s. We hear from victims of the blacklist and from contemporary players in an
industry dominated by agents. Coming from a wide variety of sources, the
personal recollections range from the affectionate to the scathing, from the
cynical to the grandiose. Here is John Huston on his drunken fistfight with Errol
Flynn; Cecil B. DeMille on the challenges of filming The Ten Commandments;
Frank Capra on working for the great comedic producer Mark Sennett; William
Goldman on the strange behavior of Hollywood executives in meetings; and
much more. “A masterly, magnificent anthology,” The Grove Book of Hollywood
is a must for anyone fascinated by Hollywood and the film industry (Literary
Review, London).
Criminologist Nicole Rafter analyses the source of the appeal of crime films, and
their role in popular culture. She argues that crime films both reflect and shape
our ideas about fundamental social, economic and political issues.
“People will be arguing over Nixon at the Movies as much as, for more than half
a century, the country at large has been arguing about Nixon.”—Greil Marcus
Richard Nixon and the film industry arrived in Southern California in the same
year, 1913, and they shared a long and complex history. The president screened
Patton multiple times before and during the invasion of Cambodia, for example.
In this unique blend of political biography, cultural history, and film criticism, Mark
Feeney recounts in detail Nixon’s enthusiastic viewing habits during his
presidency, and takes a new and often revelatory approach to Nixon’s career
and Hollywood’s, seeing aspects of Nixon’s character, and the nation’s,
refracted and reimagined in film. Nixon at the Movies is a “virtuosic” examination
of a man, a culture, and a country in a time of tumult (Slate). “By Feeney's count,
Nixon, an unabashed film buff, watched more than 500 movies during the 67
months of his presidency, all carefully listed in an appendix titled ‘What the
President Saw and When He Saw It.’ Nixon concentrated intently on whatever
was on the screen; he refused to leave even if the picture was a dud and
everyone around him was restless. He was omnivorous, would watch anything,
though he did have his preferences…Only rarely did he watch R-rated or foreign
films. He liked happy endings. Movies were obviously a means of escape for him,
and as the Watergate noose tightened, he spent ever more time in the screening
room.”—The New York Times
Academy Award--winning director Michael Curtiz (1886--1962) -- whose bestknown films include Casablanca (1942), Yankee Doodle Dandy (1942), Mildred
Pierce (1945) and White Christmas (1954) -- was in many ways the anti-auteur.
During his unprecedented twenty-seven year tenure at Warner Bros., he directed
swashbuckling adventures, westerns, musicals, war epics, romances, historical
dramas, horror films, tearjerkers, melodramas, comedies, and film noir
masterpieces. The director's staggering output of 180 films surpasses that of the
legendary John Ford and exceeds the combined total of films directed by George
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Cukor, Victor Fleming, and Howard Hawks. In the first biography of this colorful,
instinctual artist, Alan K. Rode illuminates the life and work of one of the film
industry's most complex figures. He begins by exploring the director's early life
and career in his native Hungary, revealing how Curtiz shaped the earliest days
of silent cinema in Europe as he acted in, produced, and directed scores of films
before immigrating to the United States in 1926. In Hollywood, Curtiz earned a
reputation for his explosive tantrums, his difficulty communicating in English, and
his disregard for the well-being of others. However, few directors elicited more
memorable portrayals from their casts, and ten different actors delivered Oscarnominated performances under his direction. In addition to his study of the
director's remarkable legacy, Rode investigates Curtiz's dramatic personal life,
discussing his enduring creative partnership with his wife, screenwriter Bess
Meredyth, as well as his numerous affairs and children born of his extramarital
relationships. This meticulously researched biography provides a nuanced
understanding of one of the most talented filmmakers of Hollywood's golden age.
The New Hollywood era of the late 1960s and early 1970s has become one of the most
romanticized periods in motion picture history, celebrated for its stylistic boldness,
thematic complexity, and the unshackling of directorial ambition. The Limits of
Auteurism aims to challenge many of these assumptions. Beginning with the
commercial success of Easy Rider in 1969, and ending two years later with the critical
and commercial failure of that film’s twin progeny, The Last Movie and The Hired
Hand, Nicholas Godfrey surveys a key moment that defined the subsequent aesthetic
parameters of American commercial art cinema. The book explores the role that
contemporary critics played in determining how the movies of this period were
understood and how, in turn, strategies of distribution influenced critical responses and
dictated the conditions of entry into the rapidly codifying New Hollywood canon.
Focusing on a small number of industrially significant films, this new history advances
our understanding of this important moment of transition from Classical to
contemporary modes of production.
For well more than a century, Western films have embodied the United States' most
fundamental doctrine--expansionism--and depicted, in a uniquely American way, the
archetypal battle between good and evil. Westerns also depict a country defined and redefined by complex crises. World War II transformed the genre as well as the nation's
identity. Since then, Hollywood filmmakers have been fighting America's ideological
wars onscreen by translating modern-day politics into the timeless mythology of the Old
West. This book surveys the most iconic and influential Westerns, examines Hollywood
stars and their political stripes and reveals the familiar Westerns tropes--which became
elements in popular action, science fiction and horror films. This then sets the stage for
the Western revival of the 1990s and a period of reinvention in the 21st century.
Mickey Rooney was one of Hollywood's most prolific and long-lived stars, with film
credits spanning the silent and CGI eras. Despite his Broadway acclaim and gift for
character acting, he is remembered mainly for his comedies and tumultuous personal
life. Most biographies have focused on these, neglecting his long and varied career,
which was marked by sharp declines and meteoric comebacks. Drawing on interviews
with coworkers, this book reveals Rooney as a skilled actor who settled for less in an
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industry that relegated him to lesser roles, and built a body of work admired by
audiences and actors alike.
With its sprawling celebrity homes, the Walk of Fame, and the iconic sign on the hill,
Hollywood is truly the land of stars. Glamorous and larger-than-life, many of the most
memorable motion pictures of all time have emanated from its multimillion-dollar film
industry, which exports more films per capita than that of any other nation.Directory of
World Cinema: American Hollywood lays out the cinematic history of Tinseltown - the
industry, the audiences, and, of course, the stars - highlighting important thematic and
cultural elements throughout. Profiles and analyses of many of the industry’s most
talented and prolific directors give insights into their impact on Hollywood and beyond.
A slate of blockbuster successes - and notable flops - are here discussed, providing
insight into the ever-shifting aesthetic of Hollywood’s enormous global audience. Userfriendly and concise yet containing an astonishing amount of information, Directory of
World Cinema: American Hollywood shows how truly indispensable the Hollywood film
industry is and provides a fascinating account of its cultural and artistic significance as it
marks its centennial.
When the earliest filmgoers watched The Great Train Robbery in 1903, many of them
shrieked in terror at the very last clip when one of the outlaws turns directly toward the
camera and fires a gun, seemingly, directly at the audience. The puff of smoke was
sudden and it was hand colored so that it looked real. Today, we can look back at that
primitive movie and see all the elements of what would evolve into the Western genre.
Perhaps it is the Western's early origins_The Great Train Robbery was the first
narrative, commercial movie_or its formulaic yet entertaining structure that has made
the Western so popular. Whatever the case may be, with the recent success of films
like 3:10 to Yuma and The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford,
the Western appears to be in no danger of disappearing. The story of the western is
told in The A to Z of Westerns in Cinema through a chronology, a bibliography, and an
introductory essay. However, it is the hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries
on cinematographers; composers; producers; films like Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid, Dances With Wolves, The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly, High Noon,
The Magnificent Seven, The Searchers, Tombstone, and Unforgiven; such actors as
Gene Autry, Kirk Douglas, Clint Eastwood, Henry Fonda, James Stewart, and John
Wayne; and directors like John Ford and Sergio Leone that will have you reaching for
this book again and again.
How do perceptions of the past--not just of particular events, but of the trajectory of
history as a whole--shape our experience of the world? Sensing the Past tackles this
question with an unlikely source of historical insight--the work of six major Hollywood
stars: Clint Eastwood, Daniel Day-Lewis, Denzel Washington, Tom Hanks, Meryl
Streep, and Jodie Foster. By focusing on the career choices made by these iconic
actors, Cullen uncovers a discrete set of historical narratives, revealing the surprising
ways historical forces shape our understanding of the world.
Throughout his lengthy career as both an actor and a director, Clint Eastwood has
appeared in virtually every major film genre and, at this point in his career, has
emerged as one of America’s most popular, recognizable, and respected filmmakers.
He also remains a controversial figure in the political landscape, often characterized as
the most prominent conservative voice in mostly liberal Hollywood. At Eastwood’s late
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age, his critical success as actor and director, his combative willingness to confront
serious cultural issues in his films, and his undeniable talent behind the camera all call
for a new and comprehensive study that considers and contextualizes his multiple
roles, both on and off screen. Tough Ain’t Enough offers readers a series of original
essays by prominent cinema scholars that explore the actor-director’s extensive
career. The result is a far-reaching and nuanced portrait of one of America’s most
prolific and thoughtful filmmakers.
This book is a cultural history of the interplay between the Western genre and American
gun rights and legal paradigms. From muskets in the hands of landed gentry opposing
tyrannical government to hidden pistols kept to ward off potential attackers, the
historical development of entwined legal and cultural discourses has sanctified the use
of gun violence by private citizens and specified the conditions under which such
violence may be legally justified. Gunslinging justice explores how the Western genre
has imagined new justifications for gun violence which American law seems ever-eager
to adopt.
From Sean Connery to Roy Rogers, from comedy to political satire, films that include
espionage as a plot device run the gamut of actors and styles. More than just “spy movies,”
espionage films have evolved over the history of cinema and American culture, from
stereotypical foreign spy themes, to patriotic star features, to the Cold War plotlines of the
sixties, and most recently to the sexy, slick films of the nineties. This filmography
comprehensively catalogs movies involving elements of espionage. Each entry includes
release date, running time, alternate titles, cast and crew, a brief synopsis, and commentary.
An introduction analyzes the development of these films and their reflection of the changing
culture that spawned them.
The Adventures of Cinema Dave is a celebration of films from the turn of the recent century.
Dave Montalbano, alias Cinema Dave, wrote over 500 film reviews and interviewed Hollywood
Legends such as Fay Wray, Louise Fletcher, Dyan Cannon and new talent like Josh
Hutcherson, Jane Lynch and Courtney Ford. With South Florida as his home base, Cinema
Dave details his growing involvement with the Fort Lauderdale, Palm Beach and Delray Film
Festivals, while covering local interest stories about individuals who contribute to the film
culture. Featuring a fun introduction from Cindy Morgan, actress from Caddyshack and Tron
fame, and an extensive appendix of Literary Cinema, The Adventures of Cinema Dave is a
saga about one mans bibliomania and his pursuit of an entertaining story in the big cave
known as cinema.
From live productions of the 1950s like Requiem for a Heavyweight to big budget mini-series
like Band of Brothers, long-form television programs have been helmed by some of the most
creative and accomplished names in directing. Encyclopedia of Television Film Directors
brings attention to the directors of these productions, citing every director of stand alone longform television programs: made for TV movies, movie-length pilots, mini-series, and featurelength anthology programs, as well as drama, comedy, and musical specials of more than 60
minutes. Each of the nearly 2,000 entries provides a brief career sketch of the director, his or
her notable works, awards, and a filmography. Many entries also provide brief discussions of
key shows, movies, and other productions. Appendixes include Emmy Awards, DGA Awards,
and other accolades, as well as a list of anthology programs. A much-needed reference that
celebrates these often-neglected artists, Encyclopedia of Television Film Directors is an
indispensable resource for anyone interested in the history of the medium.
For more than a century the Western film has proven to be an enduring genre. At the dawn of
the 20th century, in the same years that The Great Train Robbery begat a film genre, Owen
Wister wrote The Virginian, which began a new literary genre. From the beginning, both
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literature and film would usually perpetuate the myth of the Old West as a place where justice
always triumphed and all concerned (except the villains) pursued the Law. The facts, however,
reflect abuses of due process: lynch mobs and hired gunslingers rather than lawmen regularly
pursued lawbreakers; vengeance rather than justice was often employed; and even in courts of
law justice didn’t always prevail. Some films and novels bucked this trend, however. This book
discusses the many Western films as well as the novels they are based on, that illustrate
distortions of the law in the Old West and the many ways, most of them marked by vengeance,
in which its characters pursued justice.
Don Siegel was one of Hollywood's most controversial directors. Invasion of the Body
Snatchers is one of the very few acknowledged science-fiction classics, and Magnum Force with its catch-phrase 'Make my day' - has become part of our modern consciousness. Siegel's
five-film collaboration with Clint Eastwood created a body of films that are as distinctive as they
are different, and enriched the reputation of both of them. This autobiography has all the fun
and energy one would expect from Don Siegel. From his first days as an assistant editor in the
Warner Brothers cutting rooms, Siegel charts his rich and varied career. This is a wonderful
book of reminiscences, told in a lively and vivid style, whose cast of characters includes John
Wayne, Lee Marvin, Steve McQueen, Bogart and Bacall, studio head Jack Warner and other
luminaries of the golden age of the Hollywood studios (including a fading film star called
Ronald Reagan, whose last film, The Killers, was directed by Siegel). At the centre of the book
is Siegel's relationship with Clint Eastwood, whose directing career was encouraged by Siegel,
and who supplies an amusing and appreciative foreword to the book.
While the western was a staple of cinema for many decades, the form began to fade as its
greatest star, John Wayne, made fewer films of distinction toward the end of his career. In the
mid-1960s, the genre was redefined by a handful of directors, including Don Siegel and Italian
filmmaker Sergio Leone, who offered something edgier, bloodier, and more violent. Working
with both directors was an actor who had made a name for himself on the small screen in the
hit western Rawhide. While Clint Eastwood would also star in and direct a number of
successes with contemporary settings, his work in westerns represents the most significant
part of his film career. In The Clint Eastwood Westerns, James L. Neibaur takes a film-by-film
look at each of the superstar’s signature works, from A Fistful of Dollars in 1964 to his modernday classic Unforgiven, which earned him two Academy Awards, including best director. The
author discusses in detail the production, impact, influences, and successes (both critical and
commercial) of each film. In addition, Neibaur examines the continued success and influence
of these works—how they redefined, challenged, and progressed the western genre. The book
also features chapters that look at Eastwood’s other films in the context of his overall career.
From the spaghetti westerns he made with Leone, including The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly,
to his revisionist look at the Old West in Unforgiven, The Clint Eastwood Westerns shines a
spotlight on some of the most thrilling films of the genre. For devotees of Eastwood—the actor
or director—or simply fans of the western, this book is an entertaining look at one of
Hollywood’s most enduring stars.
He became a movie star playing The Man With No Name, and today his name is known
around the world. Measured by longevity, productivity, and profits, Clint Eastwood is the most
successful actor-director-producer in American film history. This book examines the major
elements of his career, focusing primarily on his work as a director but also exploring the
evolution of his acting style, his long association with screen violence, his interest in jazz, and
the political views – sometimes hotly controversial – reflected in his films and public
statements. Especially fascinating is the pivotal question that divides critics and moviegoers to
this day: is Eastwood a capable director with a photogenic face, a modest acting talent, and a
flair for marketing his image? Or is he a true cinematic auteur with a distinctive vision of
America’s history, traditions, and values? From A Fistful of Dollars and Dirty Harry to Million
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Dollar Baby and beyond, The Cinema of Clint Eastwood takes a close-up look at one of the
screen’s most influential and charismatic stars.
Decades after his death, annual Gallop polls reveal that Marion Morrison is still firmly
implanted among the top-ten favorite motion picture celebrities and American heroes. Most of
us know this box office star as John Wayne. This comprehensive volume covers his expansive
film career, from 1926 to 1976. Listed in alphabetical order are entries on films such as Angel
and the Badman and Noah’s Ark that exemplify the more than 170 films that the actor worked
on. Each entry includes the film’s date, run time, cast and crew credits, reviews, and a
synopsis. Also under each entry is a special section devoted to rare information and interesting
details such as where the productions were shot, budgets, costs, salaries, box-office
performance, alternate casting and what competition existed for the moviegoer audience. Also
included in this reference work are over 650 capsule biographies of the talent that shared the
screen with the actor and worked on the productions, and over 800 contemporary reviews and
commentary from such diverse sources as The New York Times, Hollywood Reporter, and Life
Magazine. There is a series of five helpful Appendices: Appendix A lists films by order of their
release dates; Appendix B lists Wayne’s fellow actors and colleagues and tells under which
entry the relevant capsule biography may be located; Appendix C offers specific review
information for the films; Appendix D provides facts on the biggest box office films; and
Appendix E details the most popular films on television.

Between 1967 and 1976 a number of extraordinary factors converged to produce an
uncommonly adventurous era in the history of American film. The end of censorship,
the decline of the studio system, economic changes in the industry, and demographic
shifts among audiences, filmmakers, and critics created an unprecedented opportunity
for a new type of Hollywood movie, one that Jonathan Kirshner identifies as the
"seventies film." In Hollywood's Last Golden Age, Kirshner shows the ways in which key
films from this period-including Chinatown, Five Easy Pieces, The Graduate, and
Nashville, as well as underappreciated films such as The Friends of Eddie Coyle, Klute,
and Night Moves-were important works of art in continuous dialogue with the political,
social, personal, and philosophical issues of their times. These "seventies films"
reflected the era's social and political upheavals: the civil rights movement, the
domestic consequences of the Vietnam war, the sexual revolution, women's liberation,
the end of the long postwar economic boom, the Shakespearean saga of the Nixon
Administration and Watergate. Hollywood films, in this brief, exceptional moment,
embraced a new aesthetic and a new approach to storytelling, creating self-consciously
gritty, character-driven explorations of moral and narrative ambiguity. Although the rise
of the blockbuster in the second half of the 1970s largely ended Hollywood's embrace
of more challenging films, Kirshner argues that seventies filmmakers showed that it was
possible to combine commercial entertainment with serious explorations of politics,
society, and characters' interior lives.
The best-selling biographer of Cary Grant and Jimmy Stewart profiles the critically
acclaimed performer known for such films as Dirty Harry, tracing his rise from a
disaffected youth to a dynamic Hollywood actor, producer and director. Reprint. A bestselling book.
Hailed as "a masterwork" by the Wall Street Journal, Careless Loveis the full, true, and
mesmerizing story of Elvis Presley's last two decades, in the long-awaited second
volume of Peter Guralnick's masterful two-part biography. Winner of the Ralph J.
Gleason Music Book Award Last Train to Memphis, the first part of Guralnick's twovolume life of Elvis Presley, was acclaimed by the New York Times as "a triumph of
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biographical art." This concluding volume recounts the second half of Elvis' life in rich
and previously unimagined detail, and confirms Guralnick's status as one of the great
biographers of our time. Beginning with Presley's army service in Germany in 1958 and
ending with his death in Memphis in 1977, Careless Love chronicles the unravelling of
the dream that once shone so brightly, homing in on the complex playing-out of Elvis'
relationship with his Machiavellian manager, Colonel Tom Parker. It's a breathtaking
revelatory drama that for the first time places the events of a too-often mistold tale in a
fresh, believable, and understandable context. Elvis' changes during these years form a
tragic mystery that Careless Love unlocks for the first time. This is the quintessential
American story, encompassing elements of race, class, wealth, sex, music, religion,
and personal transformation. Written with grace, sensitivity, and passion, Careless Love
is a unique contribution to our understanding of American popular culture and the
nature of success, giving us true insight at last into one of the most misunderstood
public figures of our times.
The gangster, like the gunslinger, is a classic American character-and the gangster
movie, like the Western, is one of the American cinema's enduring film genres. From
Scarface to White Heat, from The Godfather to The Usual Suspects, from Once Upon a
Time in America to Road to Perdition, gangland on the screen remains as popular as
ever.In Bullets over Hollywood, film scholar John McCarty traces the history of mob
flicks and reveals why the films are so beloved by Americans. As McCarty
demonstrates, the themes, characters, landscapes, stories-the overall iconography-of
the gangster genre have proven resilient enough to be updated, reshaped, and
expanded upon to connect with even today's young audiences. Packed with fascinating
behind-the-scenes anecdotes and information about real-life hoods and their cinematic
alter egos, insightful analysis, and a solid historical perspective, Bullets over Hollywood
will be the definitive book on the gangster movie for years to come.
The essays in this collection analyse major film adaptations of twentieth-century
American fiction, from F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Last Tycoon to Toni Morrison's
Beloved. During the century, films based on American literature came to play a central
role in the history of the American cinema. Combining cinematic and literary
approaches, this volume explores the adaptation process from conception through
production and reception. The contributors explore the ways political and historical
contexts have shaped the transfer from book to screen, and the new perspectives that
films bring to literary works. In particular, they examine how the twentieth-century
literary modes of realism, modernism, and postmodernism have influenced the forms of
modern cinema. Written in a lively and accessible style, the book includes production
stills and full filmographies. Together with its companion volume on nineteenth-century
fiction, the volume offers a comprehensive account of the rich tradition of American
literature on screen.
A biography of the actor and director draws on interviews with Eastwood, his friends,
and colleagues to chronicle his rise in Hollywood, his personal life, and his complex
personality
Often typecast as a menacing figure, Peter Lorre achieved Hollywood fame first as a
featured player and later as a character actor, trademarking his screen performances
with a delicately strung balance between good and evil. His portrayal of the child
murderer in Fritz Lang's masterpiece M (1931) catapulted him to international fame.
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Lang said of Lorre: "He gave one of the best performances in film history and certainly
the best in his life." Today, the Hungarian-born actor is also recognized for his riveting
performances in The Man Who Knew Too Much (1934), The Maltese Falcon (1941),
and Casablanca (1942). Lorre arrived in America in 1934 expecting to shed his screen
image as a villain. He even tried to lose his signature accent, but Hollywood repeatedly
cast him as an outsider who hinted at things better left unknown. Seeking greater
control over his career, Lorre established his own production company. His unofficial
"graylisting" by the House Committee on Un-American Activities, however, left him with
little work. He returned to Germany, where he co-authored, directed, and starred in the
film Der Verlorene (The Lost One) in 1951. German audiences rejected Lorre's dark
vision of their recent past, and the actor returned to America, wearily accepting roles
that parodied his sinister movie personality.The first biography of this major actor, The
Lost One: A Life of Peter Lorre draws upon more than three hundred interviews,
including conversations with directors Fritz Lang, Alfred Hitchcock, Billy Wilder, John
Huston, Frank Capra, and Rouben Mamoulian, who speak candidly about Lorre, both
the man and the actor. Author Stephen D. Youngkin examines for the first time Lorre's
pivotal relationship with German dramatist Bertolt Brecht, his experience as an émigré
from Hitler's Germany, his battle with drug addiction, and his struggle with the choice
between celebrity and intellectual respectability.Separating the enigmatic person from
the persona long associated with one of classic Hollywood's most recognizable faces,
The Lost One is the definitive account of a life triumphant and yet tragically riddled with
many failed possibilities.
Through studying images of blood in film from the mid-1950s to the end of the 1960s,
this path-breaking book explores how blood as an (audio)visual cinematic element went
from predominately operating as a signifier, providing audiences with information about
a film’s plot and characters, to increasingly operating in terms of affect, potentially
evoking visceral and embodied responses in viewers. Using films such as The Return
of Dracula, The Tingler, Blood Feast, Two Thousand Maniacs, Color Me Blood Red,
Bonnie and Clyde, and The Wild Bunch, Rødje takes a novel approach to film history by
following one (audio)visual element through an exploration that traverses established
standards for film production and reception. This study does not heed distinctions
regarding to genres (horror, western, gangster) or models of film production
(exploitation, independent, studio productions) but rather maps the operations of
cinematic images across marginal as well as more traditionally esteemed cinematic
territories. The result is a book that rethinks and reassembles cinematic practices as
well as aesthetics, and as such invites new ways to investigate how cinematic images
enter relations with other images as well as with audiences.
The Big Screen tells the enthralling story of the movies: their rise and spread, their remarkable
influence over us, and the technology that made the screen—smaller now, but ever more
ubiquitous—as important as the images it carries. The Big Screen is not another history of the
movies. Rather, it is a wide-ranging narrative about the movies and their signal role in modern
life. At first, film was a waking dream, the gift of appearance delivered for a nickel to huddled
masses sitting in the dark. But soon, and abruptly, movies began transforming our societies
and our perceptions of the world. The celebrated film authority David Thomson takes us
around the globe, through time, and across many media—moving from Eadweard Muybridge to
Steve Jobs, from Sunrise to I Love Lucy, from John Wayne to George Clooney, from television
commercials to streaming video—to tell the complex, gripping, paradoxical story of the movies.
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He tracks the ways we were initially enchanted by movies as imitations of life—the stories, the
stars, the look—and how we allowed them to show us how to live. At the same time, movies,
offering a seductive escape from everyday reality and its responsibilities, have made it possible
for us to evade life altogether. The entranced audience has become a model for powerless and
anxiety-ridden citizens trying to pursue happiness and dodge terror by sitting quietly in a dark
room. Does the big screen take us out into the world, or merely mesmerize us? That is
Thomson's question in this grand adventure of a book. Books about the movies are often
aimed at film buffs, but this passionate and provocative feat of storytelling is vital to anyone
trying to make sense of the age of screens—the age that, more than ever, we are living in.
American historians such as Frederick Jackson Turner have argued that the West has been
the region that most clearly defines American democracy and the national ethos. Throughout
the twentieth century, the “frontier thesis” influenced film and television producers who used
the West as a backdrop for an array of dramatic explorations of America’s history and the
evolution of its culture and values. The common themes found in Westerns distinguish the
genre as a quintessentially American form of dramatic art. In Hollywood’s West, Peter C.
Rollins, John E. O’Connor, and the nation’s leading film scholars analyze popular conceptions
of the frontier as a fundamental element of American history and culture. This volume
examines classic Western films and programs that span nearly a century, from Cimarron
(1931) to Turner Network Television’s recent made-for-TV movies. Many of the films
discussed here are considered among the greatest cinematic landmarks of all time. The
essays highlight the ways in which Westerns have both shaped and reflected the dominant
social and political concerns of their respective eras. While Cimarron challenged audiences
with an innovative, complex narrative, other Westerns of the early sound era such as The
Great Meadow (1931) frequently presented nostalgic visions of a simpler frontier era as a
temporary diversion from the hardships of the Great Depression. Westerns of the 1950s reveal
the profound uncertainty cast by the cold war, whereas later Westerns display heightened
violence and cynicism, products of a society marred by wars, assassinations, riots, and political
scandals. The volume concludes with a comprehensive filmography and an informative
bibliography of scholarly writings on the Western genre. This collection will prove useful to film
scholars, historians, and both devoted and casual fans of the Western genre. Hollywood’s
West makes a significant contribution to the understanding of both the historic American
frontier and its innumerable popular representations.
During his 40-year career, director-producer Anatole Litvak (1902-1974) made films of all
genres in Russia, Germany, England, France and the United States. His rootless background
was cited by critics lamenting his lack of consistent style, but it also added to his mystique as a
chameleon-like realisateur. Litvak directed Hollywood greats like Edward G. Robinson, John
Garfield, Kirk Douglas, Ingrid Bergman, Vivien Leigh, Sophia Loren, Anthony Perkins, Olivia de
Havilland, Yul Brynner, Burt Lancaster, Barbara Stanwick and many others. He was twice
nominated for Best Director by the Academy of Motion Picture Art and Sciences for The Snake
Pit (1948) and for Decision Before Dawn (1951). These films--along with Mayerling (1936),
Sorry, Wrong Number (1946) and Anastasia (1956)--are considered classics, but his pictures
don't offer many clues about Litvak the man. Apart from passing references to his wartime
service as combat documentarian, he never discussed his life in print, allowing only brief
interviews relating exclusively to his work. This biography fills that void, providing the first
detailed portrait of an artist described by film historian Richard Schickel as "an adept,
adaptable and prolific man; the kind of director that Hollywood likes best."
At least three of director Jacques Tourneur's films--Cat People, I Walked with a Zombie and
The Leopard Man--are recognized as horror classics. Yet his contributions to these films are
often minimized by scholars, with most of the credit going to the films' producer, Val Lewton. A
detailed examination of the director's full body of work reveals that those elements most
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evident in the Tourneur-Lewton collaborations--the lack of monsters and the stylized use of
suggested violence--are equally apparent in Tourneur's films before and after his work with
Lewton. Mystery and sensuality were hallmarks of his style, and he possessed a highly artistic
visual and aural style. This insightful critical study examines each of Tourneur's films, as well
as his extensive work on MGM shorts (1936-1942) and in television. What emerges is
evidence of a highly coherent directorial style that runs throughout Tourneur's works.
From The War of the Worlds, Mars Attacks!, Mission to Mars and Independence Day; Neil
Badmington explores our relationship with aliens and how thinkers such as Descartes,
Barthes, Freud, Lyotard and Derrida have conceptualised what it means to be human (and
post-human).
Kommentierte Bibliografie. Sie gibt Wissenschaftlern, Studierenden und Journalisten
zuverlässig Auskunft über rund 6000 internationale Veröffentlichungen zum Thema Film und
Medien. Die vorgestellten Rubriken reichen von Nachschlagewerk über Filmgeschichte bis hin
zu Fernsehen, Video, Multimedia.
In 1945, a year when American crime films were apparently moving out on to the streets of
contemporary Los Angeles and New York, one reviewer noted the emergence of a 'cycle of
mystery and horror pictures placed in the gaslight era of the turn of the century.' For another
critic, it seemed that for Hollywood there was 'no world of today save the world of London by
gaslight'. In Gaslight Melodrama, Guy Barefoot examines the films that gave rise to such
comments, and the pattern of discourse that gave rise to such films. The book's main focus is
provided by 1940s Hollywood melodramas such as Gaslight, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde and
Hangover Square. It also discusses a related cycle of British films that located murder and
melodrama in Victorian or Edwardian settings, and then looks beyond cinema to the Gothic
novels of the 18th century, 19th century discussions of gas lighting in street, home and theatre,
and ambivalent 20th century responses to the Victorian era. Combining close analysis of
particular film texts with attention to cinema's cultural context, Gaslight Melodrama provides an
exploration of the ways in which the past has been the site of contested meaning, and an
examination of the network of melodramatic narratives embedded within familiar and lesserknown examples of classical Hollywood cinema.
A portrait of the Hollywood actor best known for his sensational murder considers his starring
roles in such films as "Mata Hari" and the original "Ben-Hur," discussing his carefully cultivated
image and secret homosexuality.
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